MATHS
(Singapore Maths)
Place value—understanding the value
of 3 digit numbers eg 349 3 = 300, 4 =
40 and 9 = 9.
Counting in 100s, 50s, 10s and 1s
Comparing and ordering numbers
Recognising number patterns
Counting in four and eights
Adding and subtraction including carrying numbers (renaming)
Multiplying by 3,4 & 8
Dividing by 3 & 4
Multiplying 2 digit numbers—using column method
Dividing 2 digit numbers
Bar model work—to help problem solving word problems

Useful websites Mathletics
BBC Dancemat Typing -to develop typing
skills
SCIENCE
Animals, including humans.
 Identify that animals including humans, need the right types of nutrition from they food they eat.
 Identify that animals, including
humans have skeletons and muscles
for support, protection and movement.
Plants.
 Identify and describe functions of
different parts of flowering
plants.
 Explore the requirement of plants
GEOGRAPHY
Settlements and lifestyle of
people from Stone Age to Iron
Age
PE– Thursday
Gymnastics
Tag rugby
Ball skills
Dance
MUSICYear 3 children will learn to play
the violin

Year 3 Curriculum
RE
Homes—Domestic church— family.
The Christian home; an image of
and a a sharing in the love between
Christ and the Church
Promises—Baptism/Confirmation—
belonging.
The promises made at Baptism and
Confirmation are the call to a new
way of life
Visitors—Advent/Christmas—
loving
The coming of God in the person of
Jesus over 2000 years ago. Advent, Annunciation, the Visitation,
the Nativity

ADVENT
TERM
HISTORY
Britain from the Stone Age to
Iron Age.
 To include religion, technology,
travel, settlements, Kingdoms,
farming, art and culture.
ART
Cave Art (link with Stone
Age)
 Chn to research and
create stone age type cave pictures
MFL-FRENCH
 Greet and say goodbye to
someone
 Ask someone’s name and
give your own
 Ask how someone is and
respond
 Count numbers 1-10
 Musical instruments
 Classroom objects
 Colours
 Say age

ICT
 Create Powerpoint presentations and Word documents
through science and Creative
Curriculum
 Use 2-simple cartoons to be
created for literacy
 Create leaflets on Publisher
for literacy
 Research—Stone Age to Iron
Age
DT
Food preparation,
cooking and nutrition
 Prepare from scratch a healthy
eating vegetable curry.
LITERACY:
 Stories with familiar settings
Sand Wizards by Jon Blake– Children
will explore character and setting and
write descriptions of 2 contrasting
beach settings from a first person point
of view.
Wider reading:
Katie Morag books—Mairi Hedderwick
Judy Moody—Megan McDonald
Buried Alive– Jacqueline Wilson
The Shrimp– Emily Smith
A Villains Night Out– Maragret Mahy
School According to Humphrey– B.G Birney
 Information texts— A-Z holiday
guide. Children will learn about the
feature of information texts and
write their own A-Z Guide
 Grammar: adverbs, adverbials, inverted commas, headings and subheadings
 Playscripts-children study a
playscript and write an extended
scene for a play.
A Tune of Lies by Lou Keunzler
Wider Reading—
Pippi Longstocking—Astrid Lindgren
Matilda—Roald Dahl
Sabine– Tim Kennemore
The Marble Crusher– Micahel
Morpurgo
Stig of the Dump– Clive King
 Instructions text-How to make a one
string guitar. Children explore instruction texts and write their own.
 Grammar: Adverbs of time

